The Ultimate Early Game checklist
When choosing your landing spot, make sure:
1- Your landing spot has at least 5 to 6 chests MINIMUM in a small radius
Your old solo uncontested landing spot with only 2-3 chests doesn't cut it anymore with 50%
chests spawn. Try to minimize the impact of RNG by making sure you have a good amount of
chests to loot early on,

2- You have some bailing options if it’s too contested
Sticking to your favorite drop even when you know you won't land on a gun first is not a good
idea. Instead, have a plan B and avoid dying off spawn by landing somewhere else.

3- You have easy to farm Wood, Brick and METAL in your looting path
T his is one you absolutely need. Especially easy to farm metal because of it's rarity in the game
since the car update. Without decent mats you're basically dead late game.

4- You have some form of natural cover for early game fights
This will prevent being third partied and help you finding good angles in the first 60 sec
of the game since you won't have lots of materials to deal with.

5- You have access to some form of rotation (boats, cars, rifts or ziplines)
This will make sure you have enough time to loot and farm, while minimizing damage taken
by the storm

6-You have access to some form of FREE healing (slurp barrels, mushrooms
or fish)
This will ensure you keep your potions for late game during fights or if you get tagged mid
game.

When dropping off the bus, make sure;
7-You're scouting for enemies that are landing at your spot or near you?
Getting information while gliding to your favorite spot is critical for deciding if you are
sticking or maybe land at another house.

8- To land on a gun or a chest that you can see.
With 50% chests spawn. Simply relying on RNG isn’t going to cut it. Landing on top of a house
and praying that the chest will be there will screw you up half the time. Floor loot are
underated.

9-To end early game fight quickly
Be aware of your opponent loadout and take advantage of that knowledge to decide how to
engage. Time is a precious ressource.

10- To have an optimal looting route with multiple options in case you’re
contested.
Every little thing must be planned. Exactly where you land, what you farm and how you rotate
towards zone. Have different looting route planned for the same landing spot depending on where
the zone is.

